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TRAINING UPDATES:
GENERAL:

To all CSAT supporters, thank you for the great year.
WELCOME TO ANOTHER YEAR OF SWAMP DRAINING:
Liberals and Democrats are the new Nazis. They represent the politics of division and hate.
No liberals voted for the tax cut bill. They are against the American working class as well.
Pure evil.
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Implosion is kind word to describe the liberal lunacy that is coming back to haunt them.
Hollywood ass clowns should do their job, entertain and keep their mouths shut. Too many
are coming out too late with their sexual accusations. Why did they not take a stand at the
time? In a word, cowardice. They put their careers and money ahead of their morals and let
others become victims.
As for the media, they have become the enemies of America. This is a dangerous time when
our media embraces, hate, lying and deception with little accountability. Standards need to
be implemented and adhered to. People need to go to jail for printing lies and civilly sued as
well.
Finally, to professional athletes, STFU and play. Stand for the National Anthem or get the
hell out of our country. We don’t want to hear about your ignorant political and social views
from you PPA-Pampered Pussies of America.
Be an American who participates in making America better.
Keep your skills sharp……
TRAINING:
I am working on the winter/spring schedule. If you have special class requests, feel free to
contact me. I do save time slots for special classes.
I will be adding a second Live Fire Advanced Hostage Rescue for LE in April. This will
include 4 Shoot House Instructor slots.
EQUIPMENT:
Ruger American 7.62 x 39
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First, I like the rifle for several reasons:
 It is short
 It is light
 It can take box magazines of 5, 10, 20, 30
 It is simple and reliable
 Ammo is readily available
 Great starter for a wife or kids because of the light recoil
The above rifle is topped with a 1 x 6 strike eagle. While I have only engaged 3 pigs with it,
my opinions are varied. Two of the three pigs took solid hits center mass with hunting
bullets and ran off. The third put its head down (below) and moved on me from about 5
yards. A Federal 124 ball round in the head anchored it.

While I believe it is a good rifle to have in your hand, shot placement will be critical when
hunting.
We have a severe pig problem in our bottom and if I want to get a consistent one shot stop, I
either use a .45-70 or a .308 with some Hornady SST. They will run off and die from the
7.62 x 39 round, but you have to be surgical to anchor them. Or use a Mak 90 clone and
jump in the brush with them on semi-auto…
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I use the tip of the post for 100, second line 200, third line 300 and it matched Federal Fusion
ammo.
IN CLOSING
Thanks and we look forward to seeing you on the range.
Paul R. Howe

